
Get those legs warmed up and prepare
mentally for your ride. Shake out the
stress of the day. Focus on your smooth
pedal stroke and set a goal for what you
want out of the ride.

SONG :  FLATHEAD

ART IST :  THE  FRATELL IS

Let's Tabata! 20 seconds on, 10 seconds off
to rest. Remember, the goal of Tabata is to
work in that high-intensity zone. We never
want to feel like we're out of control on
these, so have resistance on there (scale of
1-10, like a 3 or 4). After Tabata 3, see if you
can turn it up just a little bit -- those legs
start to get a feel for it and you want to stay
challenged!

SONG :  1 9 0 1

ART IST :  PHOENIX Back to basics on this hill. It's a pure standing
climb. Add every 30-45 seconds. This is a
slower song so it's going to invite you to add
heavier and try to hold it when you reach your
maximum -- wherever that's at! Extra heart
rate push: pick it up on that chorus.
Remember: keep your head up in that
standing climb. It's very easy to want to look
down, but we don't want to block that airway.

SONG :  THE  WAR IS  OVER

ART IST :  KELLY  CLARKSON

Ready to put those legs and lungs on fire?
The first minute of this song is Tabata (20
seconds on and 10 off) seated. For minute 2,
do jumps from position 1-2. For the third
minute, do Tabata in position 3. For the last
part of the song, it's your choice! How will
you challenge yourself? As you go to do
jumps in minute 2, you may need to play with
that resistance. Same for tabatas in 3. Make
those legs go on fire!

SONG :  F IREBALL

ART IST :  P ITBULL

Let's jog on a hill! Take it out to 3. Keep those
hips back -- you're starting to get a little fatigued
(which is great!) and the hips tend to creep
forward as we fatigue.Think about sucking that
belly button into the spine to help. This isn't as
heavy as a hill, but resistance is probably set to
the beginning of that hill. As you need an extra
challenge, add just a small touch every minute to
stay challenged.

SONG :  ONE MORE T IME 

ART IST :  N ICK  &  KN IGHT 

Two little sprints in the saddle and you're done!
The first one starts at the :57 second mark. So
you have a lot of resting time to get ready for
this. Go heavy (can you have hill-like resistance?)
and burn those legs out. That one goes for 35
seconds. Take nice deep breaths in and prepare
for the final battle. It starts at the 2:10 marker
and goes until the end of the song - about 45
seconds. It's your last chance to meet your goal.
Get it done!

SONG :   WALK ING ON A IR

ART IST :  AN ISE  AND LANCE BASS

At-Home Spinning
CREATED BY  INSTRUCTOR KAT IE

1 Take the first 30 seconds of this song to
continue in that warm up. Then take it up to
2 for a jog in 2. Arms are there for balance --
not to grip the handlebars. On that chorus,
add a little bit extra tension and try to
maintain the same speed. Take that tension
off after the chorus and go back to your
original resistance. RPMs should stay 70-90. 

SONG :  COUNT ING STARS

ART IST :  ONEREPUBL IC

Time for your first hill. Put enough gear so
you slow those feet down a little bit. You are
going to spend 30 seconds in the saddle,
add resistance, and then spend 30 seconds
in that standing climb. Keep repeating this.
When that chorus hits, wherever you are,
pick it up for the rest of the time left in that
interval. Never get chopping form on that
hill - it's better to stop adding while you feel
you are at your maximum.

SONG :  RATHER BE

ART IST :  CLEAN BANDIT  
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Shake off that hill with some jumps from 1-
2, using that four count. Not comfortable
with the 4 count? Go 8 count. Make sure
you have enough gear to go safely into 2.
No flying out of the saddle.

SONG :  SHAKE IT  OFF  

ART IST :  TAYLOR SWIFT

Now let's go OVER the hill! Keep your gear
on. You're going 20 seconds all-out power on
the hill, then take some off with a 15-second
break. Do this twice in standing climb, twice
in jogging (2) position, and twice in seated.
When you get to seated, make sure you still
have some resistance on the bike. You don't
want to be flying out of the saddle. And don't
lose all your resistance on the first turn down
in 3 too!

SONG :  SHUT UP &  DANCE

ART IST :  WALK THE MOON

Take a breather during the first 25-30 seconds
of this song and then head into jumps. You can
do a faster pace jump from 1-2 or slow it down
and do jumps on a hill from positions 1-3. Your
choice! Either way, sit nice and light in the saddle
- no plopping!

SONG :   DEAR FUTURE HUSBAND

ART IST :  MEGHAN TRA INOR
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